
“We will give the name chronotope (literally ‘time space’) to the intrinsic 
connectedness of temporal and spatial relationships... This term (“time-space”) 
is employed in mathematics, and was introduced as part of Einstein’s Theory of 
Relativity... What counts for us is the fact that it expresses the inseparability of 
space and time (time as the fourth dimension of space)...” In the literary artistic 
chronotope, spatial and temporal indicators are fused into one carefully thought-
out, concrete whole. Time, as it were, thickens, takes on flesh, becomes… visible; 
likewise, space becomes charged and responsive to the movements of time, plot 
and history. The intersection of axes and fusion of indicators characterizes the 
artistic chronotope… The image of man is always intrinsically chronotopic.”1  

–Mikhail Bakhtin  

One Way Boogie Woogie 2012 is the latest in a series of works by 
experimental film-maker, James Benning (born 1942) focused on 
Milwaukee’s Industrial Valley, a U shaped land mass enclosed by the 
southern bend of the Menomonee river just west of Lake Michigan directly 
adjacent to what was once the Benning family home.2 Situated historically, 
as well as geographically at the center of the city, from the mid   
19th-century on the Valley housed Milwaukee’s stockyards, rendering 
plants and breweries, leaving an industrial legacy that’s still clearly 
legible in the residual sites documented in the current installation. In the 
post World War 2 era, the Menomonee River also functioned as the de 
facto divider between black and white Milwaukee: a mini Mason-Dixon 
line crossed one humid afternoon in late August, 1967 by 200 protesters 
led by Father Groppi in a march that ended in nearby Kosciuszko Park 
where several protestors (Benning included) were beaten to the ground 
by opponents of desegregation.3 Years earlier the indeterminate spaces 
between factory yard, empty lot and the tailings of industrial production 
had served as Benning’s boyhood playground, the makeshift Eden on his 
doorstep where, as a lad, he’d spend summer afternoons hunting snakes 
among the greasy weeds or swimming in the Valley’s multiple polluted 

waterway (two other rivers, the Milwaukee and the Kinnickinnic and a 
number of canals converge here). 

Foundational in both the city’s and his own formation, the Menomonee 
industrial zone becomes for Benning, son of second-generation German 
immigrants, across the three parts of his One Way Boogie Woogie series- 
One Way Boogie Woogie (1977); 27 Years Later (2004) and the current 
installation, One Way Boogie Woogie 2012—the very essence of place: 
a generic late industrial landscape that reads for him as a palimpsest 
of what Marcel Proust’s translators refer to as “lost time”, a site of ruins 
stacked to overloading with personal and historical significance. What 
Benning calls the Industrial Valley is the hyphenated space-time in which 
he himself was manufactured, stamped no less indelibly than a vintage 
can of Miller beer with the “Made in Milwaukee” legend, code throughout 
the U.S.A for no frills, blunt, blue collar and mid western. The dilapidated 
landscape of the Valley, a remaindered icon of a fading, half-forgotten 
way of life for most of the rest of the world figures in Benning’s œuvre 
as starting block and finishing line, entry point and end game: a multi-
layered site where personal and collective history, memory and entropy 
merge with the material structures, the patterns of the streets and railroad 
tracks and the rhythms of the traffic moving on them. In the three related 
projects undertaken at intervals over a 35 year period that together make 
up Benning’s One-Way trilogy, as in Bakhtin’s theory of the chronotope, 
“spatial and temporal indicators are fused into a carefully thought-out, 
concrete whole”4—a puzzle in three parts—that coheres into a portrait 
over time of a person, a place and the human and mechanical perceptual 
apparatuses that mediate between them. The trilogy is also, and not 
incidentally, a salvage operation: a native son’s self conscious attempt to 
rescue for posterity in slow motion the contours of a landscape, a culture 
and an individual life heading ineluctably toward extinction.

Running Time: James Benning’s One Way Boogie Woogie

By Dick Hebdige 
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TAKE ONE: One Way Boogie Woogie (1977)

“Landscape is… a function of time.”5–James Benning
 
In equal parts a deadpan riff on Mondrian (c.f. Broadway Boogie Woogie 
(1942-3), minimalism and 20th-century rust belt aesthetics and a portrait 
of the artist’s home town, James Benning’s first attempt at rendering the 
already disappearing industrial landscape of Milwaukee within a strictly 
structured format (60 x 60 second static frontal shots) was filmed in 
March, 1977 under uniformly sunny skies in 16 mm on 7252 Ektachrome 
positive stock. In this first iteration on the theme of the return to his 
home base, a series of flat, squarely framed facades provide (thanks 
to that reversal stock) the blocky, super-saturated backdrop against 
which Benning engineers an often humorous set of collisions between 
on- and off-screen space, narrative action and stasis, the vertical and 
horizontal axes of the frame, between ambient and imported sound 
(snatches of popular music, found and simulated radio and TV broadcast 
commentary). Friends and family members appear intermittently 
throughout to perform simple, emblematic actions captured in real time 
—a bearded, heavy set man with long black hair walks a small white dog 
from left to right across the frame then reappears in the same place and 
does it twice again. A pair of symmetrically placed redheaded twin sisters 
stand either side of an office door set in a rust-colored building, one lifting 
a can of coke to her mouth, the other a cigarette in time with the foghorn 
blowing on the sound track.6 

Elsewhere the actors are inanimate or mechanical—a stationary box car, 
a weed-bordered breeze block wall, a corrugated warehouse siding, bits 
of industrial equipment and, especially, cars—including three VW square 
backs—vehicular celebrities that appear in various configurations: one 
red, one green, one blue. One Way Boogie Woogie is the clothes line on 
which Benning as a young experimental film-maker hangs a series of 
top-lit back to back audio-visual gags that trap the eye and engage the 
ear while probing filmic fundamentals: the edges of the frame, symmetry 
and composition, color relations, narrative gesture and the nature of film 
as a representational medium designed to spool one way. In 1995,  
I gave James Benning an answer machine, which he never took out of 
the box. In the years in between he’d sometimes drive the 200 miles from 
his place to my place in the Mojave desert without phoning ahead and, 
according to him, if I wasn’t there he’d sit on the porch for an hour or 
so watching the light sticking to the rocks or the shadows of the clouds 
sailing across the dry lake bed three miles distant or the thunderheads in 
summer massing on the northern horizon 30 miles beyond and, beneath 
that, the stream of tiny cars crawling like a line of ants along the straight 
stretch of Hwy 62 that runs parallel to the base of the hill my place sits 
upon, then he’d get back in his car and drive back home again usually 
without leaving a note…

TAKE TWO: 27 Years Later (2004)

“(T)he person or thing photographed is the target, the referent… which I should like 
to call the Spectrum of the Photograph, because this word retains, through its root, a 
relation to ‘spectacle’ and adds to it that rather terrible thing which is there in every 
photograph: the return of the dead.”7–Roland Barthes

Benning’s second take completed in 2004 is a one-to-one reiteration of 
the earlier film with time itself the principal protagonist and transformative 
agent. Using the same 60 locations, camera positions and people—
those at least available and still able to appear—27 Years Later reprises 
One Way Boogie Woogie shot for shot in an exercise in recapitulation 
that doubles back on itself to literalize the theme of the return. Here in 
Benning’s hands through the contrast over the intervening period in the 
appearance, character and bearing of his human and locative subjects, 
“time thickens, takes on flesh, becomes… visible.”8  

Several locations remain recognizable though many of the businesses 
and buildings have clearly changed hands, disappeared or been 
abandoned or re-purposed. The changes in the appearance of Benning’s 
circle are even more startling—young adults in 1970’s flares and t-shirts 
who bounce blithely across the frame in One Way Boogie Woogie 
re-materialize in the same locations, 27 years later, as weathered 
individuals, visibly aged, haltered by the passing years and the 
downward press of gravity. The soundtrack, transposed wholesale from 
the original film, underscores the uncanny effect. It’s as if the older film 
were haunting its successor from some place off as image and sound 
slide in and (mainly) out of sync.  

27 Years Later has other ghostly aspects. What Barthes described as 
the spectral nature of the analog image—on one hand, it’s evidentiary 
status: light emanating from the referent transferred to celluloid directly 
like a fingerprint; on the other, its mortuary character: it’s function as a 
mechanical record of time’s relentless passage—is underlined in the 
absences and substitutions (e.g. in one shot a young woman stands in 
for Benning’s mother who had died in the interval between the two films). 
In another pass on 31st Street (still, as in 1977, like many of Milwaukee’s 
streets, one-way) Benning’s friend, Fred Krause, the burly small dog 
walker of the earlier film plods through the shot, his hair now snowy white, 
leading a big black horse… or is it vice-versa? (He died of kidney failure 
nine months later). There is a meditative, elegiac quality to 27 Years Later 
that’s absent from its brash, punk predecessor—the gags are drier, more 
restrained and circumspect: muffled by an overwhelming sense of loss.  
Even the grain of the film feels faded by comparison. Shot in negative on 
16 mm Ektachrome 7295 stock, the palette is more subtly gradated, less 
gaudily stacked toward the primaries so that even the colors appear to 
have aged. 

... I’m told  that as of July 5, 2012 James has 2,593 Facebook friends 
who, unlike me (I’m not on Facebook) know where he is and what 
(he says) he’s doing at all times—which festivals and exhibitions are 
about to showcase his work, which ones he’s attending, the locations 
he’s scouting or shooting in etc. My friends who are friends with him 
on Facebook tell me that every day he posts found images, sometimes 
including images of his own face photo-shopped onto other bodies. 
I’m told that at the end of each day he deletes that day’s entries and 
starts again from scratch 6 or 8 or 10 hours later. On July 3rd, a friend 
showed me a close-up James had posted on his Facebook page of a 
computer keyboard with two cream colored buttons inscribed “RETURN” 
and “SHIFT” above a bright red key  marked “OBSOLETE”.
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TAKE THREE: One Way Boogie Woogie 2012

“I think that montage cutting came out of a need to manipulate time, to condense 
time yet also to extend it… but in the end what I’d like to think is it really came 
from a fear of boredom… (At this stage in my career) I like the idea of focusing 
attention for a longer period of time on what’s happening inside the frame. Even if 
there’s nothing happening, say, you can’t show nothing happening by looking at 
something for 5 seconds. It’s more convincing (with regard to nothing happening
—author’s insert) to see that the wind doesn’t blow for 10 minutes than that it 
doesn’t blow for 3 seconds…”9–James Benning

The process of reduction and erasure that claims the viewer’s attention 
in 27 Years Later is even more pronounced in the current installation 
although in this case, while the number of shots has been reduced from 
60 to 18, the shot length has been extended from 1 to 5 minutes and the
presentation stretched in laterally staggered iterations across 6 separate 
screens. What may appear at first sight as an array of randomly ordered 
shots stands revealed over time as a single 90 minute film projected left 
to right from 6 separate but equidistant starting points in intervals of 3 i.e. :                                                                     

       S  C  R  E  E  N  
                    

 S         1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16                       
H         2, 5, 8, 11,14, 17    
O         3, 6, 9, 12, 15,18                      
T         4, 7,10, 13, 16, 1                                  
           5, 8 …………etc

                   
After any three iterations all 18 shots will have appeared in the array and 
the film starts again in a different order. In this way the gallery visitor has 
an opportunity to scan (but not to ‘see’) a film that runs for 90 minutes in 
a theatrical setting in just 15 (though not in the ‘right’ order). Alternatively 
the viewer may stand in front of any screen for 90 minutes and watch all 
18 shots play out in their entirety. One Way Boogie Woogie 2012 can be 
viewed either way—as a linear sequence of consecutive shots or as a 
laterally organized array of (slowly) moving images—though given that 
the average visitor to an art gallery or museum is estimated to spend 
less than 5 minutes in front of a work, it seems likely that some, at least, 
will simply sample. Scanning and sampling, however, are inimical to the 
concentrated forms of attention—of fully focused looking and listening—
that Benning’s oeuvre has always demanded and that the artist himself 
has in recent years been explicitly committed to promoting.10

The more complex display strategy Benning opts for here could be 
read as a concession on his part not just to the gallery setting but to the 
wholesale transformations in the habits of spectatorship associated with 
the rise of digital media and the explosion across proliferating platforms 
of multiply-sourced moving image works of one kind or another that has 
followed in its wake. But the word “concession”, with its suggestion of 
reluctant capitulation hardly seems right. After making nearly 40 films 
in as many years using a 16 mm Bolex camera and a Nagra reel-to-reel 
tape recorder bought in 1971, James Benning, the putative champion 
of authentic low-tech analog production switched to HD digital for 
the visually stunning Ruhr in 2009, and hasn’t looked back since. 
Unencumbered by the inconvenience and prohibitive costs of working 
in what is now a virtually extinct format, Benning’s already prolific output 
has accelerated exponentially in the intervening period along with his 
willingness to try out new directions. In a steady stream of HD works, 
Benning has, in the last two years alone, experimented with the close-up 
portrait: Twenty Cigarettes (2011), Faces (2012), and the remake: 
Faces (again), Easy Rider (2012) while continuing the investigations 
of landscape, duration and the static shot that formed the central focus 
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of  his later work in16 mm from the California Trilogy (1999-2001) on in 
an HD series that includes small roads (2011), Two Cabins (2011) and 
the work presented in the current installation. 

Shot in early summer 2011 on HD digital X3 with 1920 x 1080 resolution, 
One Way Boogie Woogie 2012 places the viewer across eighteen 
locations, ten of which feature in One Way Boogie Woogie / 27 Years 
Later (the other fifty sites having changed beyond all recognition), with 
eight  additional locations that the film-maker describes as reminiscent 
of Milwaukee in 1977. The sheer quality and volume of perceptible detail 
makes the succession of shots at times almost literally mesmerizing: 
an entire broken world is pulled into something close to perfect focus 
in another kind of salvage operation. In the corner of one frame centered 
on a building with a painted red stripe running under the roof (shot 18 
in the linear version)11

 a figure in the middle distance unloads a truck 
in the shadow of a freeway overpass—the action as legible and marked 
in terms of filmic diagesis as Greg Toland’s deep focus capture of 
the telephone booth at the pivotal point in Best Years of Our Lives.12 
Elsewhere, in a shot of an iron bridge topped by an empty wheelhouse 
straddling a river, the upturned legs of a submerged chair glide slowly 
into view in the foreground—virtually the only action in the shot. 

Routine, desultory occurrences such as these—the wind-blown husks 
of drama—are all that’s left of telling action in One Way Boogie Woogie 
2012. The busily contrived audio-visual gags of the 1977 original, revived 
with gallows humor 27 years later have faded even further—consigned 
with one exception (see shot 14 below), along with manipulated sound 
and the vestiges of montage, to oblivion. Two unrehearsed action set 
pieces are nonetheless included though predictably, both star working 
vehicles rather than human actors. In the first, (shot 9) an engine with 
a Canada Pacific logo shunts a line of freight cars right to left across 
a rail yard in front of a row of grey cement cylindrical storage towers 
exposing in the process, towards the end of the shot, a dark green veil 
of ivy looped across the last two structures on the right. In the second, 
(shot 17) a yellow backhoe scoops up the loads of salt dumped by a 
constant line of trucks, and adds them to the growing mound while a line 
of traffic streams along the top of the frame on an elevated freeway in the 
background. In other shots visual incongruities emerge to complicate 
the picture of Milwaukee as a straight ahead, old school, lunch-bucket 
kind of town. For instance, what is a shiny black Maserati in shot 
11 doing parked outside the low key mustard colored building with the 
logo of a human figure and the company name VULCAN picked out 
in an imposing sans serif above the recessed door? (A Google search 
reveals that Vulcan Manufacturing Solutions specializes in the design 
and manufacture of lead casings for radiation safety products including 
“radiation shielding for airport, cargo, building and personnel security 
systems”). Appearances are, of course, perennially deceptive (especially 
in 2012 i.e the time [which could be any time] of writing), but a reassuring 
life-line to the past is provided in the shot of the Ambassador Hotel sign 
glowing red in the deepening twilight on the roof of a building limned with 
an ornamental Art Deco frieze. The sequence refers back to a shot in 
Benning’s 1977 original. Meanwhile on the soundtrack, Leonard Cohen, 
whose “Famous Blue Raincoat” also features in the 1977 mix dolefully 
informs us—as if we need reminding—that we’re “back on Boogie Street”.  
             
As in the earlier films, Euclid’s ghost presides over the composition of 
the shots via the telephone poles, fences, window frames, railroad ties 
and utility cables that break the frame into rectangles and squares 
though, like modernity itself and the industrial system that underwrote 
it, the modernist grid is now dented and collapsed in upon itself. 

The  straight lines tend to tilt, the cables droop. Most of the factory 
windows are broken or bricked in; the tracks and fences partially 
obscured by weeds and mechanical detritus. The machinery remains, 
though much of it is stationery, abandoned, idling or in bits. Cars still 
swish along wet pavements and there are signs throughout of people 
working, though the labor, for the most part, takes place behind closed 
doors, or somewhere off. Labor is, in the main, discernible only on the 
audio track in the distant moan of fog horns, the sudden clang of metal 
hitting metal, the sound of wooden pallets being shifted over concrete. 
The metronomic beep of the truck and forklift backing signal is a recurrent 
leit motif: Milwaukee’s own dawn-to-twilight chorus—a sardonic sonic 
stand-in for the lack of actual birds. (For the entire duration of shot 13 
which features an American flag waving listlessly in the breeze, not a 
single bird flies across the blue sky in the background).13

Nature is present, though, throughout, as rain and wind and vegetation 
run amok. Unkempt trees, and un-mowed grass are present everywhere, 
sprouting in the cracks in the sidewalks, along untended railway 
embankments, in the shadows of abandoned buildings. In shot 10, 
an unbroken line of bushy trees wave and dance wildly in the breeze, 
threatening to overwhelm the bricked up rectangular ruin behind them 
like rebellious tribesmen about to topple their colonial masters. On the 
evidence supplied here, nature will conduct its own reclamation project 
in Milwaukee willy-nilly, without government or corporate assistance.

The most conspicuous target of erasure is, of course, the human figure. 
While traces of human activity are everywhere in evidence, none the less, 
with a few exceptions—a man pushing a hand cart through one shot; 
a second pushing a garbage can loaded with personal possessions 
through another; a third climbing in and out of the back of a dinged 
white van with a ladder on the roof—the streets are deserted. The 
history of cinema launched in 1895 with a portrait of the teeming 
proleteriat—the  famous shot of workers leaving the Lumiere brothers’ 
factory in Lyons at the close of a shift—ends in middle America with its 
evacuation—by 2012 the workers have all left, their jobs outsourced to 
places where labor is cheaper and less regulated. Milwaukee begins 
to take on the devastated aspect of a city after a neutron bomb attack 
with the buildings and the infrastructure still extant but the population 
vaporized. As the shots move back and forth inexorably through their 
algorithmically determined permutations like worry beads passing 
through the fingers of a hand, the entire work begins to feel like a 
rehearsal for the artist’s own removal: a running of the numbers against 
the one-way march of time.

A friend from Amsterdam sent me this status posting from Benning’s 
Facebook page dated July 14, 2012:

“The screening at MOCA was packed... I talked about time and how the 
present is instantaneous. I think of time as a line with negative infinity on 
one end (the very distant past) and positive infinity at the other (the very 
distant future)... We experience time in the present but the present is a 
point on the line, and since lines have no dimension... we are stuck at 
this dimensionless zero and as the future becomes the present and the 
present immediately becomes the past… we can only perceive it as a 
memory... (F)or example, if a car passes with its directional indicator on, 
the blinking light can only be ‘seen’ in memory because the light isn’t 
blinking at all—it’s either on or off… in fact this applies to all bodies in 
motion...”
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Shot 14 opens on a disused railway line fronting an abandoned 
19th-century building that’s supported by two low walls made of what 
looks like Cream City brick—industrial Milwaukee’s primary building 
material during the boom years. The walls extend into the frame from left 
and right like bookends. The wall on the left supports a large ramshackle 
grid of windows, many of them broken, backed by rusty sheets of 
corrugated metal siding, while the non-matching frame resting on the 
right-hand wall stands empty, open to the air, with the reinforcing welded 
metal X and corrugated backing fully visible. In the gap between the 
two walls the rusty grid of struts that keeps the structure upright stands 
similarly exposed. Across this threshold, positioned dead center in the 
frame, the building’s interior lies cloaked in deep shadow. Two narrow 
panels of rust and silver-colored siding frame the ragged aperture. Other 
bits of debris—a fragment of what looks like a sheet of plywood painted 
green, another painted turquoise—are leaning up against it. 

The whole composition, down to the matching horizontal strips of grass 
and sky that bisect the top and bottom of the frame appears as a 
fortuitous jumble of parallel lines, interesting color combinations, elegantly 
fractured symmetries and grids within grids. It’s a miraculous conjunction 
of seemingly random elements, a masterpiece of happenstance that 
happens at the same time to take us on a whirlwind tour of modernism 
from abstraction through industrial photography to open works and 
improv, from Mondrian to Cage via Bernd and Hilla Becher. Into this 
scene a solitary figure suddenly stumbles. Dressed in his perennial 
everyman uniform of jeans, checked shirt and work boots, James  
Benning walks down the tracks into the shot from the right, trips over a 
railroad tie, Buster Keaton style, clambers through the rusty rectangle 
of struts that forms the opening at the center of the frame, steps into the 
darkness and promptly disappears.

The essay “Running Time: James Benning’s ONE WAY BOOGIE 

WOOGIE 2012” by Dick Hedbidge was commissioned by Argos - 

Centre for Art and Media (Brussels, Belgium) in the frame of the solo 

exhibition James Benning - One Way Boogie Woogie 2012 that took 

place at Argos from September 30 to December 16, 2012.

All images in the text are still captions of One Way Boogie Woogie 

2012, 6-channel HD video installation (colour/sound), 90 min. Courtesy 

of the artist and neugerriemschneider, Berlin.
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